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Abstract
Open-Retrieval Generative Question Answering (G EN QA) is proven to deliver high-quality,
natural-sounding answers in English. In this
paper, we present the first generalization of
the G EN QA approach for the multilingual
environment. To this end, we present the
G EN -T Y D I QA dataset, which extends the TyDiQA evaluation data (Clark et al., 2020)
with natural-sounding, well-formed answers
in Arabic, Bengali, English, Japanese, and
Russian. For all these languages, we show
that a G EN QA sequence-to-sequence-based
model outperforms a state-of-the-art Answer
Sentence Selection model. We also show that
a multilingually-trained model competes with,
and in some cases outperforms, its monolingual counterparts. Finally, we show that our
system can even compete with strong baselines, even when fed with information from a
variety of languages. Essentially, our system
is able to answer a question in any language
of our language set using information from
many languages, making it the first LanguageAgnostic G EN QA system.
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Introduction

Improving coverage of the world’s languages is of
great importance for retrieval-based question answering systems. Not only can it help provide a
better experience for non-English speaking users,
but answers from multilingual systems include diverse viewpoints coming from a large set of linguistic communities. Moreover, as described by
Valentim et al. (2021), not all facts are distributed
equally across linguistic communities on the Internet. For this reason, there is a need for multilingual,
multi-source, open-domain question answering.
With the advance of large-scale language models, multilingual modeling has made impressive
∗
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progress at performing complex NLP tasks without requiring explicitly translated data. Using pretrained models such as large-scale mask-language
models (Devlin et al., 2019; Conneau et al., 2020)
or pretrained denoising encoder-decoder models
(Xue et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2020), it is now possible to train models that accurately process textual data in multiple languages (Kondratyuk and
Straka, 2019) and that perform cross-lingual transfer accurately (Pires et al., 2019) by making use of
annotated data in one language to process another
language.
In this work, we study how open-domain question answering can be addressed in a multilingual
setting. In particular, we investigate how multilingual generative models can be used to answer
a question in one language using information retrieved from multiple languages.
We choose an answer generation approach for
several reasons. First, generative approaches have
been shown to be effective for many English question answering tasks, including machine reading
(MR) (Izacard and Grave, 2021; Lewis et al.,
2020b), question-based summarization (Iida et al.,
2019; Goodwin et al., 2020; Deng et al., 2020),
and, most relevant to this work, answer generation
for open retrieval question answering (Hsu et al.,
2021), which we refer to as G EN QA. By building several monolingual pipelines, we show that
this result extends to Arabic, Bengali, Japanese,
and Russian. We refer to these systems as M ONO LINGUAL G EN QA. Secondly, we show that our
task can be approached in a multilingual fashion
by training one single model to answer questions
in all the languages we work with. We refer to it
as M ULTILINGUAL G EN QA. Thirdly, our design
allows for the synthesis of answer candidates from
multiple languages without the cost and cascading errors introduced by translation. We refer to
this approach as C ROSS -L INGUAL G EN QA. We
show that an end-to-end system can perform as

Figure 1: Illustration of our proposed Multilingual Open-Retrieval G EN QA pipeline.

well as and in some cases outperform monolingual
pipelines by a large margin.
Similarly to Hsu et al. (2021), we first obtain
documents using an information retrieval system
and apply an Answer Sentence Selection (AS2)
model (Garg et al., 2020; Vu and Moschitti, 2021)
to extract answer candidates. For each question,
we retrieve relevant sentence candidates in multiple languages which our G EN QA model then aggregates into well-formed, complete, and accurate
answer sentences. Our evaluation with both automatic and human metrics shows that our C ROSS L INGUAL G EN QA system outperforms an AS2
approach, competes with a collection of monolingual G EN QA pipelines, and extends the number of
answerable questions by finding relevant information in languages distinct from the question.
Given the scarcity of annotated corpora for
G EN QA, specifically in languages different from
English, we introduce the G EN -T Y D I QA dataset.
G EN -T Y D I QA is an extension of the TyDiQA
dataset, a question-answering dataset for typologically diverse languages in which questions
are answered with passages or short spans extracted from Wikipedia articles (Clark et al., 2020).
G EN -T Y D I QA includes human-generated, naturalsounding, and self-contained answers in Arabic,
Bengali, English, Russian and Japanese, making it
a useful resource to design Multilingual Generative
Question Answering systems.
In summary, our contribution is three-fold:
(i) We introduce G EN -T Y D I QA, an evaluation
dataset that contains natural-sounding answers in Arabic, Bengali, English, Russian
and Japanese, to foster the development of
multilingual G EN QA systems;

(ii) We confirm and extend the results of Hsu et al.
(2021) by showing that M ONO G EN QA outperforms extractive QA systems in Arabic,
Bengali, and English;
(iii) Using G EN -T Y D I QA, we show that Question Answering can be tackled in a languageagnostic way by using information from multiple languages and show that this approach
outperforms all our baselines for Arabic, Russian, and Japanese.
We make G EN -T Y D I QA available at the
following URL: https://github.com/alexa/
wqa-cascade-transformers/tree/master/
arxiv2021mgqa.
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Related Work

Multilingual Datasets for Question Answering
The NLP community has made several datasets for
question answering in multiple languages. In contrast with our G EN -T Y D I QA dataset, to the best
of our knowledge, all those datasets have been designed exclusively for extractive question answering. Artetxe et al. (2019) extended the English
machine reading SQUAD dataset (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016) by translating the test set to 11 languages.
Similarly, Lewis et al. (2020a) collected new question and answer pairs for 7 languages following the
SQUAD format. Longpre et al. (2020) recently released the MKQA dataset which includes question
and answer pairs (predominantly Yes/No answers
and entities) for 26 languages. Finally, Clark et al.
(2020) released TyDiQA which includes training
and test data for extractive Question Answering in
11 typologically diverse languages.
Human Generated Answer for QA Generating
automatically human-sounding answers is still in

its infancy. Most of the data collection effort has
been allocated to extracting spans from documents.
Still, being able to generate natural-sounding, wellformed answers is highly needed to provide a better
user experience, specifically for Voice Assistants
such as Alexa, Siri, or Google Assistant. One of the
large-scale available resources is the MS MARCO
dataset (Nguyen et al., 2016). It includes 182,669
(question, answer) pairs with human-written wellformed answers.
Our G EN -T Y D I QA dataset is an extension of
the TyDiQA (Clark et al., 2020) that contains natural human-generated answers for Arabic, Bengali,
English, Japanese, and Russian. To the best of our
knowledge, it is the first work that provides wellformed, natural-sounding answers for non-English
languages.
Multilingual QA Models Designing QA models
for languages different from English is challenging
due to the restricted number of resources and the
limited size of those datasets. For this reason, a lot
of studies have focused on doing transfer learning
across languages (i.e. cross-lingual transfer) which
consists in designing systems that can make use of
annotated data in one language to model another
language. For instance, Clark et al. (2020) showed
that concatenating the training data from multiple
languages improves the performance of the model
on all the target languages for extractive question
answering. In the Open-Retrieval Question Answering setting, multilingual modeling can be used
to answer questions in one language using information retrieved from other languages. Da San Martino et al. (2017) showed how cross-language tree
kernel can be used to rank English answer candidates for Arabic questions. Montero et al. (2020)
designed a cross-lingual question similarity technique to map a question in one language to a question in English for which an answer has already
been found. Asai et al. (2021a) showed that extracting relevant passages from English Wikipedia
can deliver better answers than relying only on
the Wikipedia corpora of the question. Vu and
Moschitti (2021) showed how machine translated
question-answer pairs can be used to train a multilingual question answering model; in their study,
they leveraged English data to train an English and
German answer sentence selection model.

tion component to obtain candidate sentences for
our M ONO G EN QA, M ULTI G EN QA, and C ROSS G EN QA approaches. Several approaches for monolingual AS2 have been proposed in recent years.
Severyn and Moschitti (2015) used CNNs to learn
and score question and answer representations,
while others proposed alignment networks (Shen
et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2018; Tay et al., 2018).
Compare-and-aggregate architectures have also
been extensively studied (Wang and Jiang, 2017;
Bian et al., 2017; Yoon et al., 2019). Tayyar Madabushi et al. (2018) exploited fine-grained question
classification to further improve answer selection.
Garg et al. (2020) achieved state-of-the-art results
by fine-tuning transformer-based models on a large
QA dataset first, and then adapting to smaller AS2
dataset. Matsubara et al. (2020) showed how, similar is spirit to G EN QA, multiple heterogeneous
systems for AS2 can be be combined to improve a
question answer pipeline.

3

The G EN -T Y D I QA Dataset

3.1

TyDiQA (Clark et al., 2020) is a question answering dataset that includes questions for 11 typologically diverse languages. Each entry is composed of
a human-generated question and a single Wikipedia
document providing relevant information to answer
it. For a large subset of those questions, TyDiQA
also contains a human-annotated passage extracted
from the Wikipedia document as well as a short
span of text that answers the question.
We extend the TyDiQA dataset by collecting
human-generated answers based on the provided
questions and passages. For each language, we
extend the validation set.1 To do so, we use Mechanical Turk2 and rely on a two-stage collection
process. We describe in the Appendix A.1 detail
on turkers hiring criteria and rewards.
Answer Generation First, we ask turkers to
craft a natural-sounding answer. For each question, we show 1 turker the question and the passage
and ask him/her to write an answer by respecting
the following three conditions:
• The answer should be factually correct and
aligned with the information provided in the
1

Answer Sentence Selection (AS2) As shown in
Figure 1, we rely on an answer sentence selec-

Collecting human-generated answers

The TyDiQA test set is not publicly available.
https://requester.mturk.com/create/
projects/new
2

Lang. (iso)
# Answers Avg. Length % TyDiQA
Question: When were fossils of the Pararhabdodon
Arabic (AR)
864
152.5
75.7
first found?
Bengali (BN)
89
177.2
63.6
TyDiQA Span: 1980s
English (EN)
593
64.0
79.5
G EN -T Y D I QA Answer: Pararhabdodon has been
Japanese (JA)
555
112.0
62.1
Russian (RU)
596
277.9
52.6
classified in a number of different positions within
Iguanodontia since its remains were first discovered
Table 2: G EN -T Y D I QA number of human generated
in the mid-1980s.

natural answers collected with mechanical turk along
with the average answer length in utf-8 bytes.

Question: What do pallid sturgeons eat?
TyDiQA Span: –
G EN -T Y D I QA Answer: Pallid sturgeons eat varcollected answer from the previous step. We ask
ious species of insects and fish depending on the
them to vote for each collected answer on each of
seasons.
the three properties: correct, complete, and selfQuestion: Когда закончилась Английская contained. We aggregate the votes and keep only
революция? When did the English Revolution end?
answers that received 3 votes out of 5 for each
TyDiQA Span: 1645
property. In Table 1, we illustrate some collected
G EN -T Y D I QA Answer: Английская револю- samples along with the gold span provided by Tyция, известная также как Английская граж3
данская вой закончилась в 1645, когда Кром- DiQA when it is available .
вель создал «Армию нового образца», одержавшую решающую победу в сражении при 3.2 Data Statistics
Нэйcби The English Revolution, also known as the English
Civil War; ended in 1645, when Cromwell created the "Army We report the number of G EN -T Y D I QA collected
of the new model", which won a decisive victory at the Battle human-generated natural answers in Table 2. We
of Naysby.
also report the coverage of our answers compared
Question: ストーンズリバーの戦いによる戦 to the number of (question, passage) pairs available
死者は何人 How many were the deaths from the Battle of in the TyDiQA dataset. We do not reach 100%
Stones River?
coverage due to our highly selective validation (we
TyDiQA Span: 23,515名 23,515 people
only accept answers that receive 3/5 votes for each
G EN -T Y D I QA Answer: ストーンズリバーの requested property) stage which guarantees a high戦いで23,515人が川で殺されました。 23,515 quality dataset.
people were killed in the river in the Battle of Stones River.

4
Table 1: Examples of G EN -T Y D I QA question and answer pairs for English, Russian and Japanese (along
with TyDiQA spans when available)

passage. If no information in the passage answers the question, the turker is requested to
answer with N ULL.
• The answer should be a complete grammatically correct sentence or made of a few complete sentences.
• The answer should be self-contained. The
answer should be understood in itself without
reading the question or the passage. Based on
this condition, Yes/No Answer are not acceptable answers.
We do so by only using one turker per question.

Candidate Retriever Pipeline

Our generative model is built on top of a standard
Question Answering (QA) pipeline composed of
two modules: a document retriever (cf. 4.2) followed by an Answer Sentence Selection (AS2) system (cf. 4.3). This pipeline, firstly introduced by
Wang et al. (2007), takes questions in one language
as input and outputs relevant sentence candidates
in the same language as the question. The full
G EN QA pipeline is shown in Figure 1.
4.1

To collect relevant candidates in multiple languages
for a given question, we first translate the question
to all the languages we want to retrieve candidates
for. We do so using Amazon’s AWS Translate4
service. We then feed each question to the Retriever
pipeline.
3

Answer Validation Second, we show 5 turkers
the question, the passage, and the human-generated

Question Translation

We note that a span or a Yes/No answer is not always
available in the TyDiQA dataset
4
https://aws.amazon.com/translate/

Lang. (iso)
Arabic (AR)
English (EN)
Bengali (BN)
Japanese (JA)
Russian (RU)

# Candidates

% Positive Candidates

1,163,407 / 100,066
688,240 / 197,606
334,522 / 23892
827,628 / 214,524
1,910,388 / 245,326

1.30 / 1.46
0.56 / 0.49
0.76 / 0.74
0.47 / 0.47
0.34 / 0.48

Table 3: AS2-TyDiQA dataset extracted from the TyDiQA dataset. We report Train/Dev set following the
TyDiQA split. We note that each question have at least
one positive candidate

4.2

Retriever

Wikipedia dumps We retrieve documents from
Wikipedia. We use a Wikipedia snapshot from May
2021. We clean the HTML Wikipedia pages using
the WikiExtractor package (Attardi, 2015).
BM25 For each language, we index Wikipedia
dumps with a BM25-based (Robertson and
Zaragoza, 2009) retriever using the pyterrier
package (Macdonald and Tonellotto, 2020).
Evaluation We evaluate the retriever independently using the titles of the retrieved documents.
For each question, we compare the exact match of
the title retrieved by the model with the gold document’s title provided by TyDiQA. We compute the
Hit@N at the document level (noted Hit@N doc.)
The Hit@N is simply the number of questions that
have the correct document in the top-N predicted
documents.
For all our experiments, we retrieve the top-100
documents from Wikipedia and feed them to the
downstream modules.
4.3

Answer Sentence Selection (AS2)

For each question, we collect candidate answers by
extracting them from the retrieved documents using
an Answer Sentence Selection (AS2) model. The
AS2 task was introduced by Wang et al. (2007) for
the TREC competition. In the neural era, AS2 models have been studied by (Wang and Jiang, 2017;
Garg et al., 2020).
Task AS2 can be simply defined as follows:
given a question q and a set of sentences
{c1 , ..., cn }, an AS2 ranker model (i) assigns a relevance score to each ci quantifying its probability
to be a correct answer for the question, and (ii)
returns the candidate associated with the highest
score. A simple approach to implement an AS2
model consists in training a binary classifier, where

the positive and negative labels are associated with
correct and incorrect ci , respectively.
Model We use the multilingual pretrained mask
language model XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020) to
model it. XLM-R was pretrained on Web-based
data from 100 languages.
AS2 TyDiQA Data To fine-tune XLM-R for
AS2 in multiple languages we use the TyDiQA
dataset to collect training and evaluation data for
Answer Sentence Selection. To do so we follow
closely what Garg et al. (2020) did for English
with the NQ dataset (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019)
to build the ASNQ dataset. We refer the reader
to it for complete details on the procedure. In a
nutshell, for each (question, Wikipedia document,
span) triplet from the TyDiQA dataset, we use the
spans to identify positive and negative sentence
candidates in the wikipidia document. We first segment each document at the sentence level using the
spacy library 5 . We define positive candidates as
the sentences that contain the span provided by the
TyDiQA dataset. We define all the other sentences
from the same Wikipedia document as negative
candidates. We describe the AS2-TyDiQA in Table 3.
Fine-tuning We fine-tune the XML-R on the
AS2-TyDiQA dataset as a binary classifier. At test
time, we rank the candidates using the output probability of the XLM-R model. We hypothesize that
the higher the probability (the more confident the
model is predicting a positive candidate), the more
likely the candidate is to be positive.
We find that similarly to the original TyDiQA
machine reading task described in Clark et al.
(2020), the model performs better when we finetune the model on the concatanation of the datasets
from all the languages.
Evaluating AS2 We evaluate the AS2 model
using the Hit@10 (referred to as Hit@10 sent.).
Hit@10 is the average number of questions for
which the model ranked at least one correct candidate in the top-10.
Additionally, not only the AS2 model provides
the candidates for the downstream G EN QA model,
it is also a strong baseline. For this reason, we also
evaluate the AS2 model with the same metric as
the G EN QA models.
5

https://spacy.io/

R ETRIEVER

AS2

G EN QA

Hit@1 doc.

Hit@100 doc.

Hit @ 10 sent.

MRR

Accuracy

BLEU

ROUGE

Accuracy

18.4
22.7
15.4
12.8
19.0

70.7
66.3
66.9
57.0
67.8

30.9
19.8
50.0
44.2
53.1

43.2
30.9
30.5
28.2
31.7

68.0
62.4
39.0
63.5
67.1

17.2
21.7
23.0
19.4
6.4

38.8
43.0
46.4
45.0
23.4

68.4
67.4
43.6
64.3
61.3

Arabic
Bengali
English
Japanese
Russian

Table 4: Performance of each module of the Monolingual G EN QA pipelines. The Retriever is based on BM25. The
AS2 model is a XLM-R model fine-tuned and evaluated on TyDiQA and G EN QA is fine-tuned on MS MARCO
(translated for non-English languages) and evaluated on G EN -T Y D I QA based on retrieved and reranked candidates. Accuracy corresponds to the Human Evaluation estimated with mechanical turk. The Oracle Retriever
performance is 99.5%.

4.4

Candidates Aggregations

When we perform G EN QA using candidates in
the question language, the candidate aggregation
step is trivial. We simply select the top-5 ranked
candidates from the AS2 model (following Hsu
et al. (2021)).
For C ROSS -L INGUAL G EN QA, each question
relies on information collected from multiple languages. To this end, we need to collect relevant
candidates in multiple languages. To do so, we set
up two candidate aggregation strategies based on
the output ranking scores of the AS2 models.
• Top 2 per language: This strategy consists in
selecting the top 2 candidates for each language and concatenating them.
• Top 10 candidates across all languages: This
strategy consists in comparing the AS2 scores
across all languages and selecting the 10 candidates that receive the highest scores.
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G EN QA

Task We now define formally our G EN QA task.
Following Hsu et al. (2021), for a given question q
∈ QL written in a language L, a human generated
answer g ∈ GL in the language L and given the
extracted candidates {c1 , .., cN } ∈ CL1 x..xCLN
written in L1 , .., LN languages, the task is to generate g based on {q, c1 , .., cN }.
Model We model this task using the pretrained
multilingual T5 (M T5) model (Xue et al., 2021).
M T5 is an encoder-decoder transformer-based
model (Vaswani et al., 2017) pretrained with a spanmasking objective on a large amount of web-based
data from 101 languages. We use the base version.

Fine-tuning We fine-tune M T5 following (Hsu
et al., 2021). For each sample, we input to the
model the question concatenated with the candidates and we train the model to generate a natural answer. In all our experiments, our G EN QA
models are fine-tuned on MS MARCO (Nguyen
et al., 2016)6 . MS MARCO includes 182,669 examples of (question, 10 candidate passages, natural
answer) instances in English. When the target language (i.e. the language of the question and answer)
is not English or when we aim at using candidates
in multiple languages, we simply translate the training samples with the aws-translate and finetune on translated data. For instance, assuming we
want to evaluate a G EN QA model to answer questions in Arabic by using candidate passages from
multiple languages such as Arabic, English, and
Bengali. This G EN QA model will be fine-tuned
on the MS MARCO datasets with questions and
answers in Arabic translated from English and with
candidates in Arabic, English and Bengali translated from the English MS MARCO passages.
Evaluation of G EN QA Models As described by
Chen et al. (2019), evaluating generative Question
Answering systems automatically is challenging.
For this reason, we mainly rely on human evaluation. We use mechanical-turk7 and ask turkers to
vote on whether an answer is correct or not. For
each question, we ask 3 turkers to vote on whether
the generated
answer is correct or not. We report
P
P ositiveV otes
the T otalV otes and we refer to it as Accuracy.
For completeness and comparison with previous
work, we also report the BLEU score, computed
with the SacreBLEU metric (Post, 2018) and the
6

We use the training split of the NLGEN(v2.1) MS
MARCO dataset.
7
We describe in A.1 how we choose and reward turkers.

F-score of the ROUGE-L metric (Lin, 2004). Both
of these scores are n-gram based metrics that compare the reference with the predicted answer.
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Candidate Languages
EN
DE
DE-EN-ES-FR-IT NO SAMP.
DE-EN-ES-FR-IT OVER SAMP.
AR-JA-KO NO SAMP.
N ONE

Comparing G EN QA Models

Here is how we plan to compare our new systems
and show they improve the state of the art.
Our experimental space is defined by the set of
languages we work with. First, the language the
question is written in, i.e. the user language (which
is also the language of the answer). Second, the
language set in which the candidate sentences are
written. Based on how we pick those languages, the
experiments we present in this paper can be divided
into three sets that also defines the three-level of
contributions we make:
M ONOLINGUAL G EN QA In this set of experiments, the candidate language is the same as the
question. For each language we work with, among
Arabic, Bengali, English, Japanese and Russian,
we fine-tune monolingually M T5. We then report
the performance of each G EN QA model on the
G EN -T Y D I QA dataset. Those results are reported
in Table 6 part and described in section 7.2.1.
For this set of experiments, our contribution is to
show that our approach, firstly introduced by Hsu
et al. (2021) for English, delivers similar performance for other languages.
M ULTILINGUAL G EN QA In this set of experiments, the language set is defined in the same way
as the Monolingual G EN QA Pipeline. The difference here comes from the fine-tuning regime. In
this setting, we concatenate the training and validation set from all the languages and fine-tune in
a multilingual way. At test time, this means that
we have a single model that can answer questions
in multiple languages (assuming that we provide
candidates in the same language as the question).
We report the performance of this M ULTI G EN QA
model on the G EN -T Y D I QA dataset in Table 6 and
describe them in section 7.2.2.
For this set of experiments, our contribution is
to show that a single multilingual G EN QA model
can compete with monolingual models at test time.
C ROSS -L INGUAL G EN QA In this set of experiments, we make use of candidates in multiple languages with several languages different from the
question language (e.g. Russian, English, Arabic)
to answer a question in one language (e.g. Arabic).
After retrieving and reranking sentence candidates

BLEU

ROUGE

Accuracy

37.4
29.9
24.3
30.1
19.8
18.8

55.6
52.6
53.6
52.8
50.4
43.8

77.9
70.5
51.2
68.8
31.4
21.0

Table 5: Performance of our G EN QA model fine-tuned
and evaluated on MS MARCO with translated candidates. In this setting, Questions and answers are written
in English.

in each language from the candidate language set,
aggregating candidates across all the languages (using strategies described in Section 4.4), we generate answers and report the performance on the
G EN -T Y D I QA dataset. Those results are reported
in Table 6 and described in section 7.2.3.
For this set of experiments, our contribution is to
show that our generative QA model can make use
of information retrieved from multiple languages
while still outperforming the baseline methods.
AS2 Baseline Models We compare our G EN QA
systems to Answer Sentence Selection (AS2) models in all the languages we work with. Given the
retrieved documents, We take the top-1 ranked sentence as the prediction. In consequence, we note
that AS2 models play two important roles in our
paper. First, we use them to select the relevant
candidate sentences from retrieved Wikipedia documents that are fed to the G EN QA models at test
time. Second, they provide us with a strong baseline for Open Domain QA.
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Experiments

7.1

Translated Candidates

Before working on real candidates in multiple languages on G EN -T Y D I QA, we first experiment with
machine-translated candidates. This allows us to
have full control over the language set that we use.
In this setting, we evaluate the model on the
MS MARCO (Nguyen et al., 2016) dataset. Given
a question in English, the task is to generate a natural answer in English given candidates in various languages after translating them from English.
For each question, we use the top 5 answer passages and we work with several combinations of
languages.
• EN: As a baseline, we experiment with English candidates without any translation. We
expect this experiment to provide us with an

M ODEL

U SER

C ANDIDATES

BLEU

ROUGE

Accuracy

AS2
M ONO G EN QA
M ULTI G EN QA
C ROSS G EN QA
C ROSS G EN QA

AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

AR
AR
AR
AR-BN-EN-JA-RU top 2 per language
AR-BN-EN-JA-RU top 10 across all languages

5.9
17.2
17.4
15.3
14.7

20.6
38.8
39.0
36.5
36.3

68.0
68.4
72.7
72.0
73.2

AS2
M ONO G EN QA
M ULTI G EN QA
C ROSS G EN QA
C ROSS G EN QA

BN
BN
BN
BN
BN

BN
BN
BN
AR-BN-EN-JA-RU top 2 per language.
AR-BN-EN-JA-RU top 10 across all languages

3.8
21.7
23.7
35.2
33.5

16.6
43.0
44.9
56.5
54.8

58.0
67.4
76.5
25.3
18.5

AS2
M ONO G EN QA
M ULTI G EN QA
C ROSS G EN QA
C ROSS G EN QA

EN
EN
EN
EN
EN

EN
EN
EN
AR-BN-EN-JA-RU top 2 per language
AR-BN-EN-JA-RU top 10 across all languages

5.6
23.0
21.8
21.0
20.2

20.0
46.4
46.2
45.5
44.8

39.0
43.6
37.4
31.0
29.3

AS2
M ONO G EN QA
M ULTI G EN QA
C ROSS G EN QA
C ROSS G EN QA

JA
JA
JA
JA
JA

JA
JA
JA
AR-BN-EN-JA-RU top 2 per language
AR-BN-EN-JA-RU top 10 across all languages

6.7
19.4
19.1
17.6
16.6

22.4
45.0
45.5
42.2
43.0

70.4
64.3
65.5
70.3
71.6

AS2
M ONO G EN QA
M ULTI G EN QA
C ROSS G EN QA
C ROSS G EN QA

RU
RU
RU
RU
RU

RU
RU
RU
AR-BN-EN-JA-RU top 2 per language
AR-BN-EN-JA-RU top 10 across all languages

7.4
6.4
6.4
4.2
5.3

13.3
23.4
23.2
21.0
22.8

67.0
61.3
66.7
74.3
74.7

Table 6: Performance of G EN QA models on G EN -T Y D I QA based on retrieved and reranked candidates. U SER
indicates the language of the question and the answer while C ANDIDATES indicates the language set of the retrieved
candidate sentences.

upper-bound score (as answering a question
in English using information from English
should be easier than when it is written in
multiple non-English languages).
• DE: In this setting, we translate all the candidates to German and measure how well M T5
can answer a question in English using relevant candidates in German.
• DE-ES-FR-IT NO SAMPLING: For each candidate, we sample a language within {German,
Spanish, French, Italian} and translate the candidate from English to the sampled language.
• DE-ES-FR-IT OVER - SAMPLING: We translate all candidates to each language {German,
Spanish, French, Italian}. The difference with
the NO - SAMPLING strategy is that it expands
4 times the training set.
• AR-KO-JA OVER - SAMPLING: For each candidate, we sample a language within {Arabic,
Korean, Japanese} and translate the candidate
from English to the sampled language. This
experiment will show the impact of using distant language on performance.

• N ONE: As a baseline, we experiment with
feeding no candidate to the model. This setting is equivalent to the Cloze-Book setting
described by Roberts et al. (2020). With this
experiment, we measure the ability of mT5 to
answer questions without being fed any relevant information.
For all those experiments, we fine-tune M T5
using the same optimization procedure so that only
the candidate language set impacts the performance
difference.
Results We report the results in Table 5. All the
models outperform the model trained with No candidates (N ONE) from a very large margin. This
shows that M T5 can extract information from candidates in any language including distant ones (e.g.
Arabic, Japanese and Korean). As expected, the
EN candidate model performs the best with 77.9%
accuracy. Then comes the model fine-tuned on
DE candidates with 70.5% of correct answers and
closely followed by the model, with candidates in
multiple languages related to English with 68.8%.
We note that language relatedness is a very important factor. Indeed, the model fed with candidates

in Arabic, Japanese and Koran only reach 31.4%
in accuracy. Still, it is unclear if this drop in performance is due to the poor quality of the candidates’
translation or to the more challenging cross-lingual
transfer required.
Overall, this experiment shows that using candidates in multiple languages is a promising strategy
to deliver good quality answers to end-users.
7.2

G EN -T Y D I QA Experiments

We now experiment with the full G EN QA pipeline
using candidates retrieved from Wikipedia documents. In this setting, we report the performance of
the models on the G EN -T Y D I QA dataset. For each
question, we retrieve documents with the BM25
retriever and rank relevant candidates using the
AS2 model. We then feed those candidates to the
G EN QA models. We note that we cannot compare
the performance of the models between languages.
Indeed, as pointed out in (Clark et al., 2020) from
which we extracted the G EN -T Y D I QA’s questions,
each language has its own set of questions with
variable difficulty.
7.2.1

M ONOLINGUAL G EN QA Performance

We evaluate the performance of the G EN QA
models and we compare it to AS2 on the G EN T Y D I QA dataset of each language. We report the
results in Table 6 (cf. M ONO G EN QA). We find
that for English, G EN QA outperforms significantly
AS2 with a 43.6% accuracy while the AS2 model
only reaches 39.0% accuracy (of its top-1 prediction). This shows that G EN QA delivers better answers than AS2. For Japanese and Arabic, G EN QA
outperforms AS2 from a small margin while we observe a +5 points gain in accuracy in Bengali. Only
with Russian, the AS2 model outperforms G EN QA.
Overall, this experiment extends results from Hsu
et al. (2021) to Arabic, Bengali, and Japanese showing that Generative Question Answering is a better
approach than AS2 in terms of answer quality.
7.2.2

M ULTILINGUAL G EN QA Performance

We now compare the performance of the M ONO LINGUAL G EN QA models (one model per language) to the performance of the M ULTILINGUAL
G EN QA model fine-tuned after concatenating the
training datasets from all the languages. We report
the performance in Table 6 (cf. M ULTI G EN QA).
We find that multilingual fine-tuning improves the
performance over monolingual fine-tuning for all
languages except English. This shows that lan-

Language

BLEU

Monolingual GenQA
AR
BN
EN
JA
RU

ROUGE

Accuracy

24.8 / 17.2
27.4 / 21.7
31.5 / 23.0
24.5 / 19.4
10.2 / 6.4

47.6 / 38.8
48.6 / 43.0
54.4 / 46.4
50.2 / 45.0
30.2 / 23.4

77.1 / 68.4
82.0 / 67.4
68.5 / 43.6
72.3 / 64.3
82.6 / 61.3

Multilingual GenQA
AR
BN
EN
JA
RU

24.3 / 17.4
27.3 / 23.7
30.8 / 21.8
23.9 / 19.1
10.6 / 6.4

47.9 / 39.0
47.8 / 44.9
54.5 / 46.2
50.0 / 45.5
31.0 / 23.2

74.9 / 72.7
84.3 / 76.5
65.3 / 37.4
76.8 / 65.5
76.6 / 66.7

Table 7: Performance of our G EN QA models
fine-tuned on MSMARCO and evaluated on G EN T Y D I QA using G OLD -C ANDITATES / R ETRIEVED C ANDIDATES

guages can benefit from training on samples from
different languages. For Bengali, we observe an
improvement of around 9 points in Accuracy. This
result has a strong practical consequence: at test
time, this means that we do not need one G EN QA
model per language but one single model trained
on the concatenation of datasets from multiple languages is better for the G EN QA task (except for
English). This result generalizes what has been observed for extractive question answering by Clark
et al. (2020) to the G EN QA task.
7.2.3

C ROSS -L INGUAL G EN QA
Performance

We now reach our last and most important contribution. In Table 6, we report the performance of a
G EN QA model trained and evaluated with candidates in multiple languages (cf. C ROSS G EN QA).
In a nutshell, this means that our model can answer
a user question in one language (e.g. Japanese) by
using information retrieved from other languages
(for instance Arabic, Bengali, English, Japanese,
and Russian). For Arabic, Japanese, and Russian
we observe that C ROSS -L INGUAL G EN QA outperforms other approaches by a large margin with an
up to 8 points improvement for Russian.
For Bengali, the model completely fails to generate decent answers (C ROSS G EN QA models reach
at best 25.3% in accuracy compared to the 76.9%
reached by the M ULTI G EN QA model). We hypothesize that this poor performance is the consequence
of a poor translation quality of the question from
Bengali to other languages such as English, Arabic
or Japanese which propagates to poor candidate
retrieval and selection leading to very inaccurate
generated answers.

M ODEL

C ANDIDATES

Accuracy

Open QA for English
AS2
M ONO G EN QA
M ULTI G EN QA
C ROSS G EN QA
C ROSS G EN QA

EN
EN
EN
AR-BN-EN-JA-RU top 2 / lang.
AR-BN-EN-JA-RU top 10 all lang

39.0
43.6
37.4
31.0
29.3

Open QA for English with Japanese-specific questions
M ONO G EN QA EN
59.0
C ROSS G EN QA JA
56.4
C ROSS G EN QA AR-BN-JA-RU top 10 all
56.2
C ROSS G EN QA AR-BN-JA-RU top 2 / lang
59.0

Table 8: Performance of our G EN QA models based on
retrieved and reranked candidates. U SER indicates the
language of the question while C ANDIDATES indicates
the language set of the candidates.

Finally, we compare the two candidate aggregation strategies used for C ROSS -L INGUAL G EN QA.
On the one hand, we selected the top 2 candidates
ranked by the AS2 model per language. On the
other hand, we have extracted the top 10 ranked
candidates regardless of the language they are written in. We observe that the choice of the aggregation strategy impacts moderately downstream
performance. For English, Arabic, Japanese and
Russian the gap between the two methods is at
most 2 points in accuracy. Only in Bengali, we
observe a 6 points difference in performance that
concerns an already poor-performing model. We
leave for future work the refinement of the candidates’ selection strategy in the multilingual setting.
One alternative solution, described in a concurrent
work by Asai et al. (2021b), would be to use a
multilingual dense retriever.
7.3

Analysis

Human Evaluation vs. BLEU and ROUGE
As seen in previous work discussing automatic
evaluation of Question Answering systems by (Chaganty et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019), we observe
that for many cases, BLEU and ROUGE do not
correlate with human evaluation. For instance, for
Bengali, the model that gets the highest BLEU
score with 35.2 only gets 25.3 in human estimated
accuracy. Similarly, for Arabic, the model that got
the second-worst ROUGE and BLEU scores is the
best model in terms of accuracy. Those examples
just show how limited and imperfect BLEU and
ROUGE scores are to evaluate the quality of Question Answering systems. For this reason, we mostly
rely on human evaluation. We leave for future work
the development of an automatic evaluation method
for multilingual G EN QA.

Error Propagation We report in Table 7 the performance of the Monolingual and Multilingual
G EN QA models fed with gold passage (extracted
from the TyDiQA dataset) to compare with the
retrieved candidate setting. We observe that the
G EN QA models are highly impacted by the retriever and AS2 quality. For English, the GenQA
performance drops from around 28 points in accuracy. This suggests that large progress could be
achieved in G EN QA by focusing on the candidates’
retriever or AS2 modules.
Culture-Specific Questions in English One
striking result across our experiments is the poor
performance of C ROSS -L INGUAL G EN QA models
on English. We hypothesize that English questions
from the G EN -T Y D I QA dataset are more easily
answered using information retrieved from English
compared to other languages because those questions are centered on cultures specific to Englishspeaking countries.
To verify our hypothesis, we re-run the same set
of experiments, but use culture-specific Japanese
questions rather than English queries. To do so,
we (i) took the Japanese questions set from G EN T Y D I QA, (ii) manually translated it in English,
and (iii) run the same G EN QA pipeline on those
questions.
The performance of the G EN QA models is reported in Table 8. We find that in this setting, the
C ROSS -L INGUAL G EN QA model matches the performance of the Monolingual GenQA model. This
suggests C ROSS -L INGUAL G EN QA can benefit
also English if the question set is culturally not
centered on English.
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Conclusion

To conclude, we introduced the G EN -T Y D I QA
dataset, a new multilingual Question Answering
dataset that includes natural-sounding, complete,
and self-contained answers for Arabic, Bengali, English, Japanese and Russian. Based on this dataset,
we showed that Generative Question Answering
(G EN QA) (Hsu et al., 2021) is an accurate modeling approach for Open-Domain Question Answering, and this in an end-to-end setting. Based on
these results, we presented the first multilingual
and cross-lingual G EN QA systems. Our model can
accurately answer questions in one language using
information retrieved from any language and outperforms monolingual baselines for Arabic, Russian, and Japanese.
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A

Reproducibility

A.1

Mechanical-Turk Settings

In this paper, we rely on mechanical turk for two
distinct uses.
On the one hand, we use it to build the G EN T Y D I QA dataset. For data collection, we request 1
turker per question to generation an answer. For the
G EN -T Y D I QA data validation, we request 5 turkers to select only answers that are correct, aligned
with the provided passage, self-contained and complete.
On the other hand, we use mechanical turk to estimate the answer accuracy of our models. To do so,
for each question, we provide the G EN -T Y D I QA
reference and ask 3 turkers to vote on whether the
generated answer is correct or not.
For those two uses, we use the following mechanical turk filters to hire turkers.
• We hire turkers that received at least a 95%
HIT8 approval rate.
• We request turkers that have performed at
least 500 approved HITs
• When possible, we use the « master turker
» filter9 provided by mechanical turk. We
8
A HIT, as defined in mechanical-turk, is a Human Intelligent Task. In our case, a HIT consists in generating, validating,
or accepting an answer to a single question
9
As stated on the mechanical turk website, "Mechanical Turk has built technology which analyzes Worker performance, identifies high performing Workers, and monitors

Parameter
Effective Batch Size
Optimizer
Learning Rate
Gradient Clipping value
Epochs (best of)
Max Sequence Length Input
Max Sequence Length Output

Value
128
Adam
5e-4
1.0
10
524
100

Bounds
[1, 8192]
[1e-6,1e-3]
[1, 30]
[1, 1024]
[1, 1024]

Table 9: Optimization Hyperparameter to fin-tune M T5
for the G EN QA task. For each hyper-parameter, we
indicate the value used as well as the parameter lower
and upper bounds when applicable.

find that this filter can only be used for English. For other languages, this filter leads to
a too-small turker pool making it unusable in
practice.
On Mechanical turk, the reward unit for workers is the HIT. In our case, a HIT is the annotation/validation of a single question. We make sure
that each turker is paid at least an average of 15
USD/hour. To estimate the fair HIT reward, we first
run each step with 100 samples ourselves in order
to estimate the average time required per task. For
data collection, we set the HIT reward to 0.50 USD
based on an estimation of 0.5 HIT/min. For data
validation, we set it to 0.15 USD based on an estimation of 1.6 HIT/min. For model evaluation,
we set the HIT reward to 0.10 USD based on an
estimation of 2.5 HIT/min.
A.2

Model Optimization

All the G EN QA experiments we present in this paper our based on fine-tuning M T5 base (Xue et al.,
2021). To do so, we use the transformers
python library (Wolf et al., 2020) as well as the
pytorch-lightning library. For fine-tuning,
we concatenate the question and the candidate sentences, input it to the model and train it to generate
the answer. Across all our runs, we use the hyperparameters reported in Table 9.

their performance over time. Workers who have demonstrated
excellence across a wide range of tasks are awarded the Masters Qualification. Masters must continue to pass our statistical
monitoring to retain the Mechanical Turk Masters Qualification."

